
'Full moons come,
Full moons go,
softening nights

with their silver glow.
They pass in silence

all untamed,
but as they travel
they are named.'

from 'When the Moon is Full' by Penny Pollack

 Pooka sat gazing through the parlor window, his little black tail curled tightly around
his bottom.
On the other side of the glass, the full moon peeked over the black silhouettes of the
trees.  Her silver light illuminated the highest branches while casting the lower parts of
the forest in dark, mysterious shadows.
Behind him, the cat listened to his witch setting up their altar.
"I love the full moon," he sighed happily.  "It's so shiny and round. Sometimes I want to
just leap up and bat it all over the sky like a catnip mouse.  That would be fun!"
Elsie joined him at the window. She gazed out thoughtfully as she stroked his head and
smiled.   "Some call this the Hare Moon.  Others call it the Planting Moon."
"Why is that?" Pooka asked.
 "Every culture, the whole world over, has had a special name for each full moon," she
said.
"What name?" Pooka asked eagerly.
"It depends on the locality and which moon of the year it is," she told him.  "For instance,
to many, the full moon in May is called the Flower Moon, because this is the time of
year that lots of flowers are blooming.  But some call it the Hare moon because rabbits
are breeding and you can actually see the image of a hare in the moon.  In old England,
animals were often having babies, so it was called the Milk moon.  And, to some
northern American Indian tribes, it was the Planting moon when the earth was thawed
and warm enough to finally plant their crops."
Pooka looked at Elsie in dismay.  "So, what's Her real name?"



Elsie shrugged a shoulder. "The full moons are a way of marking time. It depends on
what's going on at that particular time where YOU live.  That's why each part of the
world has a different name."
Pooka thought about this and decided to come up with his Own name for each full
moon.  As Elsie finished setting up their full moon altar, the little cat got out his crayons
and paper and made a list....and you can do the same!
Each month, watch the world around you and see what's happening in nature where
you live and think of what's important that month to YOU.  I bet you'll come up with
some really good names!

Pooka's List

January - Cold Nose Moon
February - Lots of Naps Moon
March - Catnip Sprouts Moon

April - Picnic Moon
May-  Chase Fairies Moon

June - Fishing with Nathan Moon
July - Play in the Catnip Moon

August - Hot Paws Moon
September - Feast with Friends on Yummy Food Moon

October - Ghosts & Scary Trick or Treaters Moon
November - Cuddle on the Hearth Moon



December - New Catnip Mouse Moon


